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THE GROUPOF PL-HOMEOMORPHISMS
OF A COMPACT
PL-MANIFOLDIS AN l{-MANIFOLD
BY

JAMESKEESLINGAND DAVIDC. WILSON
ABSTRACT. In this paper it is shown that if M is a compact PL-manifold
and Hp,(M)

is the group of PL-homeomorphisms

is an ¿i-manifold.
mable

Here

sequences

Introduction.

l2 is the Hilbert

and lL = l(x.)

£|,:j.=0

then Hp¡JM)

of all real-valued

for almost

Let M be a compact

PL-homeomorphisms

of M onto itself,

space

PL-manifold

of M with the compact-open

square-sum-

all i\.

and Hpj(M)

topology.

be the group of

In this paper we show

that HpLiM) is an /(-manifold where /( = |(x.) e / : x. = 0 for almost all z'i where L is the

Hilbert space of all real-valued square-summable
to the following

question

which remains

sequences.

unsolved.

manifold and HiM) is the group of homeomorphisms
topology,

circle

is H(M) an L-manifold?

or interval,

by a result

true for a 2-dimensional

This

is related

of M with the compact open

is known to be true for M = S

of R. D. Anderson

manifold

This result

If M is a compact topological

by the results

(see [10]).

or /, the

It is also known to be

of R. Geoghegan

[5], W. K. Mason

[14], R. Luke and W. K. Mason [13], and H. Toruriczyk [18]. The proof that this is
true for M a compact

2-dimensional

[5], H(M) is homeomorphic

manifold is as follows.

to H(M) x l2. (This

in fact for any metric space

admitting

a nondegenerate

Mason [13] and Mason [14], H(M) is an absolute

spaces.

flow [lO].)

neighborhood

result
[5] and

By Luke and

retract

for metric

Toruriczyk has shown [18, Theorem 4.5] that any complete metric space

X which is an ANR for metric spaces
manifold where
nality

By Geoghegan's

is true for M any manifold

has the property

that

/2(A) = l(xa): 2aCi4 xfl < »} is Hilbert

of the weight of X. These

results

together

X x /2(A) is an l2(A)-

space and A has the cardi-

imply that

H(M) is an /2-mani-

fold.
This argument

shows that what needs

fold for M an arbitrary
neighborhood

retract

to be shown for H(M) to be an /--mani-

compact manifold is to show that H(M) is an absolute

for metric spaces.

HpjJJfi) is an /^-manifold

The proof in this paper showing that

for M a compact PL-manifold

is patterned

after the

above proof.
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For M a compact

PL-manifold,

R. Geoghegan [7] has shown that

o-f.d.

compact,

that is, HPLiM) is the countable

sional

subsets.

By the proofs

contractible.

of Cernavskif

HpAM)

is

union of compact finite-dimen-

[3] it follows

that

W. Haver [8] has shown that any cr-f.d. compact

metric space is an ANR. Thus Hp,(M) is an ANR. By Toruriczyk

H piiM)

locally

is locally

contractible

[18, Proposition

4.6],

H pAM) is an /(-manifold if and only if H pL(M) is homeomorphic to H pAM) x iL.
Using the p-parameterization
is in fact homeomorphic

of M. Morse [15] we show in this paper that

to HpAM) x lL and thus that

In the first section

of the paper we quote the results

[6], [8], and [18]. In the second
homeomorphic

HpAM)

section

HpAM)

is an /'-manifold.

that are needed

from [4],

of the paper we show that HPiiM)

to HpLiM) x ¡2 which will complete

the proof that

HpliM)

is
is an

/(-manifold.
1. Preliminary

results.

In this section

for the proof of the fact that

from infinite-dimensional
piecewise-linear

HpAM)

topology,

manifolds,

we will state results

is an /'-manifold.

The results

the theory of function

spaces,

and general

topology.

a form which is most convenient

for reference

general

in the original

form in which they occur

The principal
state

result

only a special

1.1. Theorem
the countable

(Toruiiczyk

come

and

will be stated

in

in this paper and not in the most
papers.

[18, Theorem

4.5].

We

[18]).

combine

metric space

subspaces.

Suppose

to show that if M is a compact

union of compact

The first result

(Geoghegan

is the countable

Let X be a separable

finite-dimensional

which is
that X is

Then X x ¡2 is an l'2-manifold.

HpL(M) is the countable

an ANR for metric spaces.
1.2. Theorem

The theorems

used is one due to H. Toruriczyk

union of compact

The next three results

HpAK)

needed

topological

case of this theorem.

an ANR for metric spaces.

then

that are needed

[6]).

Let

finite-dimensional

PL-manifold,

subspaces

and

is due to R. Geoghegan [6, Corollary 4.8].

K be a finite

simplicial

union of compact finite-dimensional

complex.

subspaces

Then

(i.e.,

o-f.d. compact).
W. Haver [8] proved the following
ANR. It uses general

topological

result

in order to show that H pL(M) is an

techniques.

1.3. Theorem (Haver [8]). Let X be a separable
countable

union of finite-dimensional

compacta.

metric space

If X is locally

which is the

contractible,

then

X is an ANR.
As pointed

out in [8] R. Edwards

has adapted

the proofs

following.
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1.4. Theorem

(Cernavskiî

[3]).

Let

M be a compact

251

PL-manifold,

then

Hp,(M) is locally contractible.
The following

corollary

is an immediate

consequence

of Theorems

1.2, 1.3,

and 1.4.
1.5. Corollary. Let M be a compact PL-manifold. Then HpAM) is an ANR
and the countable

union of finite-dimensional

compacta.

In order to show that HpL(M) is an /^-manifold,
H pL(M) is homeomorphic

to H p,(M) x /(.

we only need to show that

The result will then follow from Theorem 1.1

and Corollary 1.5.
2. HpL(M) is homeomorphic
PL-manifold

be in the interior
a straight

sional
each

simplexes

imbedded

disjoint;

i, a vertex

dimensional
assumed

of an rz-dimensional

line in o connecting

are pairwise

to HpLiM) x 1'2. Assume

with a given triangulation

r making
simplex

x and y. Let

linearly

(2) diam(C.)

that

o of M where

Let x, y e M

7Z= dim M. Let

A be

Cj, C2, • • • be a sequence of rz-dimen-

in the interior

of a such that

= t. —►0; (3) C. —►x as

c. £ C. is on A and the barycenter

face of C. is also on A. Figure

M is a compact

M a PL-manifold.

(1) the C.'s

i —> °°; and (A) tot

d. of the opposite

1 illustrates

the way the

(72 — 1)C.'s

are

to be arranged.
y

It is elementary
omit the argument.

to verify that such a sequence
This

construction

of C.'s

exists

and we will

will be used in the proof of Theorem
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2.1. Theorem.

// M is a compact

PL-manifold,

then HpL(M) is homeomorphic

to HpAm)xI'2.
Before we proceed
results

concerning

the p-parameterization

This parameterization

2.1 we will need to review the

of curves

developed

by M. Morse [15].

was used in [5] and [lO].

2.2. Definition.
functions

to the proof of Theorem

Let

/ be the unit interval

[0, l] and Cil, X) be the continuous

from I to X with X a metric space.

Let Eil, X) = ¡/ £ C(/, X): / is an

imbedding!, and let EpL(/, X) denote the PL-imbeddings of / in X if X has a
PL-structure.

Endow these function

spaces

with the compact

open topology.

2.3. Definition. Let n > 2 be an integer and let A = l(i., • ••,/):

•••<'„<

H L« / e C(/, X) and define 8if, tj,...,

tj-

0 < f, <

min\difit.), /0f+1)):

1 < i < n - 1Î. Let p if) = sup \Sif, t.,-• •, t ): it.,-• •, t ) £ A I Then let
oo

C(/)=I21-X(/).
77= 2

Now let kt: I —»/ be defined by k is) = t-s tot 0 < t < 1. Let f £ C(/, X) and
define

/ = / °k . Then pif)

ranges

monotonically

between

0 and pif).

< pif), then there is a ts such that pif' ) - s. It pif) 4 0, let /
fis/pif))

= fits)

tot 0 < s < pif).

pif) = 0, that is, if / is constant,
is the p-parameterization

Then

/

is well defined

then let f=f

If 0 < s

be defined by

and continuous.

by definition.

If

The function

/

oí f.

2.4. Proposition. Let iff.Cil, X) -. C(/, X) Aedefined by if/if)= f' . Then ip
is a continuous

retraction.

This is Theorem

1.12 in [5]. We note at this point that if X has a PL-struc-

ture, then the image under

iff of Epiil,

even when the metric on X is linear.

it is somewhat

tedious

X) is generally

not contained

We will not give an example

and not pertinent

to the main results

Let MAI) = ¡/ £ Cil, I): f is monotone nondecreasing

in Ep[il,

of this,

X)

since

of the paper.

and onto!.

Let //Q(/) =

!/ e M0U):f is a homeomorphism!. Let C'U, X) = \f £ CÜ, X): pif) ± 0\. Let

r: C'U, X)— M0U)be definedby Af)it)= pif)/pif). Then iffif)<>rif)= /.
2.5. Proposition.

TAe map r: C (/, X) —> ^nO)

is continuous.

The image of

Eil, X) under r is HQil).
This

is Theorem

image of EpLil,
linear

metric

1.12 in [5]. We note that if X has a PL-structure,

X) under

r is not generally

contained

in HpL(I)

then the

even with a

on X.

We now state

the proposition

that we will need.

Let p: Eil, X) —> / be defined

by pif) = Af)~HVi).
Then0 < pif) < 1 andfipif))= f(.Vi),since fJYi)=
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fAAf) °Af)-1(y2)) = /(K/)"1^))
continuous.
2.6.

= f(p(f)). Clearly p is continuous, since r is

Thus we have shown the following.
Proposition.

There is a continuous

p: E(I, X) —» (0, l) szzci that f AYi) =

f(p(f)) for all f £ E(I,X).
The following

lemma is the last property

need." It can be routinely

verified

of the p-parameterization

from the definition

that we will

and we omit its proof.

2.7. Lemma. If f £ E(l, Rm) is a linear imbedding of I into Rm and Rm has
the usual norm metric,

We observe
be piecewise

then f

another

linear

caveat
2.1.

t and assume

space Rm. Let

If / £ EpL(l,

Rm), then /

may not

even with the usual norm metric on Rm.

Let M be a compact

that

72-dimensional

M has been imbedded

PL-manifold

linearly

with

in some Euclidean

Rm have the usual norm metric and let zVIbe given the metric

induced by this imbedding.
imbedded

for the reader.

in general,

Proof of Theorem

triangulation

= /.

in the interior

Let

ÍC. !°^j be the sequence

of 72-dimensional simplexes

of the 72-simplex o in M described

in the beginning of this

section.

For each i let A . be the portion of the arc A joining c. and d. in C..

Observe

that A is a straight

was a straight

line in Rm, since

line in the simplex

M was imbedded

a. Also A . is a straight

linearly

and A

line in Rm for all i.

Let g.: / —►
A . be linear with g.(0) = d. and g.(l) = c.. Now let t £ (0, l) and 2
be a positive
the identity
that
point

g~

integer.

h

. £ H piiM)

git).

and the point

in the following

of C. and let h

° h .°gí}A) = t. Then extend

x e Bd(C.)

the point

Define

on M minus the interior

g.(lA)

Figure 2 shows how h

h

manner.

. be defined

. by mapping the straight

linearly

onto the straight

. is defined

on C¿.

'0
Figure 2
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line joining x and
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Clearly

that h

h

. takes

. defined

in this way is a PL-homeomorphism

A . onto itself.

For each

i the assignment

of M onto itself.

/ —►h

Note

. is a continuous

map from (0, 1) into HpLiM).

Now let b £HpLiM) and define H (Jo)= pih °g.) £ (0, l). Then H .(b) is the
t e(0, 1) such that h og.it) = ifjih og.)(!4). Let H: Hp]iM) — (0, l)°° be defined
by Hib) = iH.ib)). Now we will show that for h £ Hp¡ÍM), H (Jo) = l/2 for almost all i.
Claim 1. For h £ HpLiM), there is an 72 such that for i >n,
Proof of Claim 1. We may suppose
M onto itself

for some triangulation

a vertex

of r

and that there is a vertex

line A

joining

x and y

that h is a simplicial

r

which refines

y

is a 1-simplex

of r

t. We may assume

with

in T . There

H (h) = A.

homeomorphism

x 4 y

of

that x is

£ A such that the

is an 72such that,

for 2 > 72,

A . C A . Then for 2 > 72, h o g. js a linear map of / into Rm. Now by Lemma 2.7

xfAh°g.) = h og. for i > 72and thus h°gfA) =ifAh°gt)(lA).
Thus H .(h)= A tot all
2 > 72 and the claim is proved.
Claim 2. The image of H pAM)

under the map H in (0, l)°° is homeomorphic

to /'.
Proof of Claim 2. Map (0, 1) onto R by any convenient

homeomorphism

in

such a way that the image of A in (0, 1) is 0 in R. Then use this homeomorphism
to map (0, 1)°° onto

R°° and call this

image of HPL(M) under

F °H

homeomorphism

is precisely

F: (0, 1)°° —» R°°. Then the

the set of points

ix.)

£ R°° such that

almost all x.'s are 0. By [l, Theorem 5.1] this implies that F °//[//PL(M)]
homeomorphic

to li.

Thus

//[//„,

(M)] is homeomorphic

to lL since

is

F is a homeo-

morphism.
We now resume

the proof of Theorem

2.1.

Let

H°pL(M)= [b e HpL(M): iff(h ° gl)iA) = h ° g{(A) for all i\.
We will show that HpL(M) is homeomorphic to HpiiM) x /{.

Claim 3. Hp[iM) is homeomorphic to HpL(M) x lL.
Proof of Claim 3. We define a continuous
the following

manner.

function

G: H piiM)

—>H pAM) in

Let h £ HpA.M) be given and let 72 be such that for i > ?z,

h ogfA) = iff(h og¡)iA). Note that for z > 72, H (Jo) = A. and thus that hH „. . is
the identity on M tot i > n. Define Gib) = h °/>„ ... j ° • • • ° ¿„ ,¿. . Note that
the definition
= h °i„

...

of G(h) does not depend on the choice of n. Note also that Gih) °g.
. °g.

for all z including

on M. Now from the definition

z > 72 since

for i > n, h„ ...

. is the identity

of b„H ¡(h),
,,. i. we have that

Gih) o g.iA) = h o hH {hh. o g.iA) = h o g.ipih o g.)) = ifj(ho g.)iA).
Now since ifi is a retraction of Eil, M) into itself and iffif °g) = iffif) tot f £ Eil, M)

and g £HAÍ), it is clear that iffih °g¿) = iffih °bH.,h) i °g¿) = iffiGih)°g¿). Thus
Gih) ogfA) = iftiGih)og)iA).

Thus G(H) is an element of HpL(M). We leave it to

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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the reader to verify that G is continuous.
To complete

Clearly

G is a retraction.

the proof of Claim 3 we will show that the map P: Hp¡J.M) —>

H°plÍM) x (0, l)°° defined by P(A) = (G(A), //(A)) is a homeomorphism onto its image
and that its image is homeomorphic

to HpLiM) x lL. Call the image of Hp¡ÍM)

under H, Z C (0, 1)°°. By Claim 2, Z is homeomorphic to li,. We will now define
a map Q from HpLiM) x Z to

HpLiM) such that Q is continuous

with

P ° Q the

identity on HpLiM) x Z and Q ° P the identity on HpLiM). Let (A, (x¿)) £
HpLÍM) x Z. Then there is an 72 such that for i >n, x. = Vi- Let

Qib,ix))

1

= ho a;1

o ... o a;1

xn'n

xl'1

Then Q(A, (x;)) e //pL(M). It is easily verified that P og(A, (x.)) = (A, (x.)). The
continuity

of g is also left to the reader

to verify.

Now let A £ HpiiM)

sider g o Pih) = g(G(A), /7(A)). Now Gib) - /> °/>H (é) l°---°hH

and con-

(h) n where«

is such that for i > 72,Hfh) = J£ Also //(A)= (//.(A)) and ///A) = Vi lot i > 72.But
by the definition of 0,
0(G(A),H(A)) = G(A)oA-^(¿)ino...oA->(e)il

= (*° *»,<*>.!
° ••• ° \(¿),„) ° *^(A),„° ••• °*HÍ(»).1
= ¿Thus Q ° P is the identity on H pLiM). Thus we have shown that H p¡ÍM) is
homeomorphic

to HpLiM) x Z and thus

HpAM) x /í

as asserted.

The proof of

Claim 3 is now complete.
The proof of Theorem

2.1 now follows

from the observation

that

lL x lL is

homeomorphic to ¡2. Thus H pLiM) x 1'2 is homeomorphic to (// pliM) x ¡2 ) X 1'2
which

is homeomorphic

proof of Theorem

to HpAM)

completely

2.8. Theorem.

Proof.

itself

to HpAM).

The

corollary

follows

of o"

Let o"
onto itself

from the proofs

The standard

Alexander

to the identity

function

cal group,

it is locally

Hpiio"),

Hplion)

isotopy

e on o".

contractible.

must be cr-f.d.

be the group of

given

above

together

with a

topology.
and let HpAon)

which are the identity

to 1'2.

and HpAM)

Hp AM) is an lL-manifold.

be the n-simplex

is homeomorphic

of this paper.

PL-manifold
Then

from infinite-dimensional

2.9. Corollary.
morphisms

is homeomorphic

the main result

of M onto itself.

The following

HpLio")

proved

Let M be a compact

PL-homeomorphisms

result

which

2.1 is now complete.

We now have

standard

x /(

gives

Since

Since

compact.

on the boundary

us a contraction

HpLio")

HpLio")

be the PL-homeoof a".

of HpAo")

is a contractible

is a closed

Since it is locally

License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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must be an ANR by Theorem

fied to show that
HpLio")

1.3.

H°pL (a")

is homeomorphic

is an /^-manifold.

contractible

/'-manifold

The proof of Theorem

Therefore

to HpLian)

Hpiio")

is homeomorphic

2.1 can be slightly

modi-

x lf2. Thus by Theorem 1.1,

is a contractible

lL -manifold.

to l'2 by [9] and the corollary

A

is proved.
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